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Abstract
We study zero products of two Bergman space Toeplitz operators, where one symbol is harmonic.
Our results point in the direction of the zero product problem having only a trivial solution. The
techniques we use are based on a formula that connects the Berezin and Mellin transform.
 2003 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
In this paper we study the zero products of Toeplitz operators acting on the Bergman
space of the unit disk D. The Bergman space, denoted by L2a(D), is the space of all func-
tions holomorphic on D that are square integrable with respect to the normalized area mea-
sure dA. Let P :L2(D,dA)→L2a(D) be the orthogonal projection. For f ∈L∞(D,dA),
Tf :L2a(D)→L2a(D) is the Toeplitz operator with symbol f defined by Tf g = P(fg).
In 1964, Brown and Halmos [4] studied multiplicativity properties of Toeplitz operators
on the Hardy space. They showed that Tf Tg = Th for some f,g and h ∈ L∞(∂D) if and
only if f is conjugate holomorphic or g is holomorphic. An immediate corollary of their
theorem is that the zero product has only a trivial solution, namely Tf Tg = 0 implies f = 0
or g = 0. Recently Gu [6] has extended the Brown–Halmos corollary to the zero product
of six Toeplitz operators. It is still an open problem (for arbitrary n) whether n Toeplitz
operators on the Hardy space, none of which is 0, can have a product that equals 0.
On the Bergman space the situation becomes much more complicated. Ahern and the
present author [1] showed the Brown–Halmos theorem fails for the Bergman space, but it
remains true if we put some restrictions on the symbols. We obtained several corollaries of
our theorem involving products of Toeplitz operators with harmonic symbols. One of them
answers a very basic question about the algebraic properties of Toeplitz operators.
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either f = 0 or g = 0.
The proof is based on an identity involving the Berezin transform. Using certain prop-
erties of this transform, we were able to obtain this result.
In a recent paper [2], we investigate products of Toeplitz operators whose symbols
are radial functions. We obtain several interesting examples which show that the Brown–
Halmos theorem and most of its corollaries fail in general for the Bergman space. On the
other hand, if one of the symbols is radial, then the zero product has again only a trivial
solution, as in the corollary above. Hence the zero product problem remains open. The
techniques used in [2] to deal with radial symbols are based on the study of the Mellin
transform. In this note we will combine both Berezin and Mellin transform to study the
zero product of Toeplitz operators when only one symbol is harmonic. We obtain partial
results that support the following
Conjecture. Let f,g ∈ L∞(D,dA) with g harmonic. Then Tf Tg = 0 on L2a(D) has only
a trivial solution.
We would like to point out that the general zero product problem is very far from its
solution, but the techniques we use may stimulate more work that can lead to a solution of
this difficult problem.
1. Berezin and Mellin transform
In this section we introduce the Berezin transform and Mellin transform and express the
first one in terms of the second. We will use that formula in the next section. To introduce
the Berezin transform of an integrable function, we need explicit formulas for the repro-
ducing kernel and the normalized reproducing kernel. It is well known that the reproducing
kernel Kz is given by the formula
Kz(w)= 1
(1 − z¯w)2 for z,w ∈D.
Since ‖Kz‖22 =Kz(z)= 1/(1− |z|2)2, it follows that the normalized reproducing kernel is
equal to
kz(w)= 1 − |z|
2
(1 − z¯w)2
for z,w ∈D. For f ∈ L1(D,dA), the Berezin transform of f , denoted by Bf , is defined
by
(Bf )(z)= 〈f kz, kz〉 =
∫
f (w)
(1 − |z|2)2
|1 − z¯w|4 dA(w). (1)D
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gˆ(z)=
1∫
0
g(r)rz−1 dr,
and it is a bounded holomorphic function in the half plane {z: Re z > 1}.
We also use the decomposition of L2(D,dA) as
L2(D,dA)=
⊕
k∈Z
eikθR,
where R = {u: D → C radial: ∫ 10 r|u(r)|2 dr <∞}. Thus every f ∈ L2(D,dA) can be
written componentwise in its polar form
f (reiθ )=
∞∑
k=−∞
fk(r)e
ikθ , fk ∈R. (2)
We have the following lemma.
Lemma 1. Let f ∈ L2(D,dA). Then for z=Reiθ ,
Bf (z)= 2(1−R2)2
∞∑
k=−∞
R|k|
[ ∞∑
n=1
n
(
n+ |k|)fˆk(2n+ |k|)R2(n−1)
]
eikθ . (3)
Proof. Using (1) and (2) we obtain
Bf (z)= (1− |z|2)2 ∫
D
f (ζ )
(1 − z¯ζ )2(1− zζ¯ )2 dA(ζ )
= (1− |z|2)2 ∫
D
f (ζ )
[ ∞∑
n,m=0
(n+ 1)(m+ 1)(z¯ζ )n(zζ¯ )m
]
dA(ζ )
= (1− |z|2)2 ∞∑
k=−∞
∞∑
n,m=0
(n+ 1)(m+ 1)z¯nzm
×
1∫
0
fk(r)r
n+m+1
2π∫
0
ei(n+k−m)ϕ dϕ
(notice that the sum in (2) converges in L2, and hence it converges to f in L1 and we can
interchange the integral and the series; if we integrate over a slightly smaller disk tD and
let t → 1, we can interchange the integral and the other two sums)
= 2(1 − |z|2)2 ∞∑
k=−∞
∞∑
n=0
n+k0
(n+ 1)(n+ k + 1)z¯nzn+kfˆk(2n+ k + 2).
If we write z=Reiθ , then we have
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∞∑
k=−∞
∞∑
n=0
n+k0
(n+ 1)(n+ k + 1)R2n+k fˆk(2n+ k + 2)eikθ
= 2(1−R2)2
[∑
k<0
Rk
∞∑
n=0
n+k0
(n+ 1)(n+ k + 1)R2nfˆk(2n+ k + 2)eikθ
+
∑
k0
Rk
∞∑
n=0
(n+ 1)(n+ k + 1)R2nfˆk(2n+ k + 2)eikθ
]
.
In the first sum we let n′ = n+ k, hence it becomes∑
k<0
Rk
∞∑
n′=0
(n′ + 1)(n′ − k + 1)R2n′−2kfˆk(2n′ − k + 2)eikθ .
Therefore
Bf (z)= 2(1−R2)2
∞∑
k=−∞
R|k|
[ ∞∑
n=1
n
(
n+ |k|)fˆk(2n+ |k|)R2n−2
]
eikθ
and the lemma is proved. ✷
Formula (3) will be useful in the next section where we study the zero products of
Toeplitz operators. We also believe that (3) is interesting in its own right.
2. Zero products with one harmonic symbol
We know that for f and g bounded harmonic functions on D, the product Tf Tg = 0
implies f = 0 or g = 0. We would like to know if the same is true provided only g is
harmonic. We do not have an answer to this question, but we can obtain partial results that
point in that direction.
Theorem 2. Let f,g ∈ L∞(D,dA) such that g = zj − z¯% with j, % ∈ N. If Tf Tg = 0, then
f = 0.
Proof. Suppose first that g is an arbitrary bounded harmonic function so that we can write
g = g1 + g¯2, g1 and g2 are holomorphic. Then Tf Tg = 0 implies Tf Tgkw = 0 for every
w ∈D. It is easy to check that
Tgkw = g1kw + g2(w)kw.
Now
0 = 〈Tf Tgkw, kw〉 =
〈
fg1kw + g2(w)f kw, kw
〉= B(fg1)(w)+ g2(w)Bf (w)
for every w ∈D. In other words, Tf Tg = 0 implies
B(fg1)=−g¯2(Bf ). (4)
In our case g1 = zj , g2 =−z%.
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fg1 = zjf =
∞∑
k=−∞
rjfk(r)e
i(k+j)θ =
∞∑
k=−∞
rj fk−j (r)eikθ .
Hence
B(fg1)= 2(1−R2)2
∞∑
k=−∞
R|k|
[ ∞∑
n=1
n
(
n+ |k|)(rjfk−j (r))∧(2n+ |k|)R2n−2
]
eikθ
= 2(1−R2)2
∞∑
k=−∞
R|k|
[ ∞∑
n=1
n
(
n+ |k|)fˆk−j (2n+ |k| + j)R2n−2
]
eikθ .
On the other hand, the right-hand side of (4) equals
z¯%B(f )= 2(1 −R2)2
∞∑
k=−∞
R|k|
[ ∞∑
n=1
n
(
n+ |k|)fˆk(2n+ |k|)R2n−2+%
]
ei(k−%)θ
= 2(1 −R2)2
∞∑
k=−∞
R|k+%|
×
[ ∞∑
n=1
n
(
n+ |k + %|)fˆk+%(2n+ |k + %|)R2n−2+%
]
eikθ .
Hence B(fg1)=−g¯2B(f ) implies
R|k|
∞∑
n=1
n
(
n+ |k|)fˆk−j (2n+ |k| + j)R2n−2
=R|k+%|
∞∑
n=1
n
(
n+ |k + %|)fˆk+%(2n+ |k + %|)R2n+%−2 (5)
for all k.
Suppose k  0. Equation (5) becomes
∞∑
n=1
n(n+ k)fˆk−j (2n+ k + j)R2n−2
=
∞∑
n=%+1
(n− %)(n+ k)fˆk+%(2n+ k − %)R2n−2.
Since these two power series in R are equal, their coefficients must be equal. The first %
coefficients on the left-hand side of (5) are equal to zero and for n %+ 1, we have
nfˆk−j (2n+ k + j)= (n− %)fˆk+%(2n+ k − %) for k  0.
Thus the bounded holomorphic function (z − %)fˆk+%(2z + k − %) − zfˆk−j (2z + k + j)
vanishes on the arithmetic sequence {%+ 1, %+ 2, . . .} which does not satisfy the Blaschke
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have
(z− %)fˆk+%(2z+ k − %)= zfˆk−j (2z+ k + j) for k  0, Rez > 1. (6)
Claim. The following recursive formula holds: If Re z > 1, k  0,
(z− %)(z− %+ (j + %)) . . . (z− %+m(j + %))
× fˆk+%+m(j+%)
(
2z+ k − %+m(j + %))
= z(z+ j + %) . . .(z+m(j + %))fˆk−j (2(z+m(j + %))+ k + j) (7)
for every m= 0,1,2, . . . .
Proof. We show (7) by induction. For m= 0 we have exactly (6). Assume (7) is true for
m and we want to show it is true for m+ 1. We start with the left-hand side of (7),
(z− %) . . .(z− %+m(j + %))(z− %+ (m+ 1)(j + %))
× fˆk+%+m(j+%)+(j+%)
(
2z+ k − %+ (m+ 1)(j + %))
= (after substituting k′ = k + j + %)
= (z− %+ (m+ 1)(j + %))(z− %) . . .(z− %+m(j + %))
× fˆk′+%+m(j+%)
(
2z+ k′ − %+m(j + %))
= (use the induction hypothesis, k′ > 0)
= z(z+ j + %) . . .(z+m(j + %))(z+ (m+ 1)(j + %)− %)
× fˆk′−j
(
2
(
z+m(j + %))+ k′ + j)
= z(z+ j + %) . . .(z+m(j + %))(z+ (m+ 1)(j + %)− %)
× fˆk+%
(
2z+ 2m(j + %)+ k + 2j + %)
= (substitute z′ = z+ (m+ 1)(j + %))
= z(z+ j + %) . . .(z+m(j + %))(z′ − %)fˆk+%(2z′ + k − %)
= (use (6), Re z′ > 1)
= z(z+ j + %) . . .(z+ (m+ 1)(j + %))fˆk−j (2(z+ (m+ 1)(j + %))+ k + j),
and (7) is proved. ✷
If we now substitute z= % in (7), we get fˆk−j (2m(j+%)+k+j+2%)= 0 for allm ∈ N0
and k  0. Hence, for every fixed nonnegative k, fˆk−j vanishes on an arithmetic sequence
and therefore it must be identically zero. By the uniqueness of the Mellin transform, we
have that f−j , f−j+1, . . . , f0, . . . , fk1 , . . . are all identically zero. If we now use recursion
(5) and go backwards, we obtain that all fk ≡ 0, k ∈ Z. For example, if −% k < 0, then
(5) becomes
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n=1
n(n− k)fˆk−j (2n− k + j)R2n−k−2
=
∞∑
n=1
n(n+ k + %)fˆk+%(2n+ k + %)R2n+k+2%−2
and after shifting the summation index on the right-hand side, we obtain
fˆk−j (2n− k + j)= n− k − %
n− k fˆk+%(2n+ k − 2%+ 1) for all n k + %+ 1.
Hence fˆk−j is expressed in terms of components with positive indices (k + % 0) which
are all identically zero. Thus fˆk−j vanishes on an arithmetic sequence and therefore fk−j
= 0 for −% k < 0. It is easy to check that fk−j = 0 for k < % and Theorem 2 is proved.✷
In Theorem 2 we restricted g to be a harmonic symbol of specific type, while f was
arbitrary. In our next result, we put a restriction on f while g is an arbitrary bounded
harmonic function.
Theorem 3. Suppose that g = g1 + g¯2, where g1, g2 ∈ H∞(D), and that f belongs to
L∞(D) such that f (reiθ )=∑k<0 fk(r)eikθ . If Tf Tg = 0, then either f = 0 or g = 0.
Proof. To avoid repetition, we say that a function has property (N) if its polar decomposi-
tion has only negative components. Hence f has property (N).
Equation (4) is true in our case since g is an arbitrary bounded harmonic function. For
every k  0, we have fk ≡ 0 and hence fˆk ≡ 0. Formula (3) says that
(Bf )k(R)=
∞∑
n=1
n
(
n+ |k|)fˆk(2n+ |k|)R2n+|k|−2
so that (Bf )k ≡ 0 for all k  0. Hence Bf has property (N).
If we write g2(z)=∑∞n=0 bnzn, then g¯2 has the following polar representation:
g¯2(re
iθ )=
∑
n0
b¯nr
ne−inθ =
∑
n0
b¯−nr−neinθ
and it is clear that g¯2Bf has property (N). By (4) we conclude that B(fg1) has only those
negative components as f does. We would like to conclude that fg1 has the same property.
Let
Gm(z)=
m∏
j=1
(
1 − z
4j (j + 1)
)
.
From Proposition 2.5 in [3], we know that Gm(∆˜)B(fg1) converges to fg1 in the L1-
norm. Here (∆˜u)(z)= (1−|z|2)2∆u(z) denotes the invariant Laplacian of aC2-function u.
If we apply ∆˜ to (4) we have
∆˜B(fg1)=−∆˜
[
g¯2B(f )
]
.
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Proof. A simple computation yields
∆˜[g¯2Bf ] =
(
1− |z|2)g¯′2 · (1 − |z|2) ∂∂z (Bf )+ g¯2∆˜Bf. (8)
Clearly g¯′2 has negative components only. On the other hand
(
1− |z|2) ∂
∂z
Bf (z)= (1 − |z|2) ∂
∂z
[(
1 − |z|2)2 ∫
D
f (ζ )
(1 − ζ¯ z)2(1 − ζ z¯)2 dA(ζ )
]
=−2z¯(1 − |z|2)2 ∫
D
f (ζ )
|1− ζ¯ z|k dA(ζ )
+ (1 − |z|2)3 ∫
D
(−2ζ¯ )f (ζ )
(1 − ζ¯ z)3(1 − ζ z¯)2 dA(ζ )
=−2z¯Bf (z)− 2(1− |z|2)3 ∫
D
ζ¯f (ζ )
(1 − ζ¯ z)3(1− ζ z¯)2 dA(ζ ). (9)
Since Bf has property (N), it is clear that the first term in (9) has only components for
k =−2,−3, . . . . In the second term, the function ζ¯ f (ζ )=∑−1k=−∞ rfk(r)ei(k−1)θ . If we
use the power series expansion as in the proof of Lemma 1, we can see that the second
term in (9) also has components for k = −2,−3, . . . . Therefore, the first term in (8) has
property (N). In a similar manner, one can show that ∆˜Bf has property (N). Claim 1 now
follows. ✷
Using Claim 1, we observe that G1(∆˜)[g¯2Bf ] has property (N) and so does
Gm(∆˜)[g¯2Bf ] for any m.
Claim 2. ∆˜[g¯2Bf ] belongs to L2(D,dA).
Proof. Since g2 is a Bloch function, it follows that (1 − |z|2)g¯′2 is bounded. We need to
show that (1 − |z|2) ∂
∂z
Bf is in L2(D,dA). It is known [5, Theorem 5.14] that B is a
bounded map from Lp(D,dA) into itself for all p > 1. Hence Bf ∈ L2(D,dA) and so is
the first term in (9).
Let
Gf (z)= (1 − |z|2)3 ∫
D
ζ¯f (ζ )
(1− ζ¯ z)3(1 − ζ z¯)2 dA(ζ ).
Since ∣∣Gf (z)∣∣ 2(1− |z|2)2 ∫ |f (ζ )||1 − ζ¯ z|4 dA(ζ )= B
(|f |)(z)D
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second term in (9) belongs to L2(D,dA). For the same reason, ∆˜Bf = (1−|z|2)2 ∂
∂z¯
∂
∂z
Bf
will remain in L2(D,dA) (as well as any power of ∆˜) so that the second term in (8)
belongs to L2(D,dA). Claim 2 is proved. ✷
From these two claims we know that Fm(z)= Gm(∆˜)B(fg1) ∈ L2(D,dA) has prop-
erty (N). As mentioned earlier, Fm converges to fg1 in L1(D,dA).
Claim 3. fg1 has only negative components.
Proof. Suppose, more generally, that the sequence Fm(z) =∑k<0 f mk (r)eikθ converges
in L1(D,dA) to a function F =∑k<0 fk(r)eikθ +∑k0 fk(r)eikθ . By duality, for every
H(z) ∈ L∞(D,dA), we have ∫
D
(Fm − F)H dA→ 0 as m→∞. For arbitrary H(r) ∈
C[0,1], and % 0 fixed, we take H(z)=H(r)e−i%θ . Then∫
D
(Fm − F)H dA=
∫ ∫ ∑
k<0
[
f mk (r)− fk(r)
]
H(r)ei(k−%)θr dr dθ
−
∫ ∫ ∑
k0
fk(r)e
i(k−%)θrH(r) dr dθ → 0 as m→∞.
The first integral is equal to zero and the second does not depend on m, so we conclude
that
∫ 1
0 rf%(r)H(r) dr = 0. By the density of C[0,1] in L2[0,1], we can conclude that
rf%(r)≡ 0 or f%(r) is identically equal to zero. But % 0 was arbitrary, so it follows that
F(z)=∑k<0 fk(r)eikθ . Claim 3 follows from this general argument. ✷
We showed that if f has only negative components, then fg1 has components for the
same indices. However, g1 is holomorphic so g1(z)=∑k0 g1k(r)eikθ .
The only way fg1 =∑k<0(fg1)k(r)eikθ is that g1 is constant. Thus if Tf Tg = 0 and
f ≡ 0, it follows that g = h¯ for some h ∈ H∞(D). Hence ThTf¯ = 0. Thus for every u ∈
L2a(D,dA), Th(Tf¯ u)= 0. We know Th is one-to-one if h ≡ 0, so that forces Tf¯ u= 0 for
all u. However, that cannot happen since we assumed f ≡ 0. Thus g = h¯≡ 0. ✷
Corollary 4. Suppose that f (z) =∑k<0 fk(r)eikθ +∑Nk=0 fk(r)eikθ ∈ L∞(D,dA) and
g = g1 + g¯2, where g1, g2 ∈H∞(D). If Tf Tg = 0, then either f = 0 or g = 0.
Proof. Observe that Tz¯N+1Tf Tg = 0 so that Tz¯N+1f Tg = 0. Now z¯N+1f will have only
negative components and the theorem applies. ✷
The question that remains is what happens if f has infinitely many positive components.
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